We propose a novel representation of beat-to-beat variation in electrocardiography, called heart rate n-variability (HRnV), as an alternative to conventional heart rate variability (HRV). The derivation of HRnV parameters are based on multiple RR intervals with or without overlaps. We are able to create many sets of HRnV parameters which are promising at generating extra information from limited data source. We also present three approaches on the use of HRnV, and discuss further on potential applications and future directions. We believe that HRnV is an important addition to HRV, and will contribute to extending the landscape of current studies on HRV.
In this paper, we revisit RR intervals, the foundations for computing HRV parameters, and propose heart rate n-variability (HRnV), a novel representation of beat-to-beat variation in ECG. We have developed two specific HRnV measures as alternatives to the conventional HRV and evaluated the feasibility of computing new parameters. We will also discuss the merits, issues, and potential applications of new HRnV measures, and point out the directions for future development.
PROPOSED HEART RATE N-VARIABILITY
We elaborate two measures of the novel HRnV representation, namely HR n V and HR n V m . We will introduce the definitions of both measures and illustrate the differences between them and conventional HRV measure.
HR n V: A Novel Measure with Non-Overlapped RR Intervals
Prior to introducing the new HR n V measure, we define a new type of RR intervals (RRI) called RR n I where 1 ≤ n ≤ N and N N .N is the total number of RR intervals. When n = 1, RR n I becomes conventional RRI. The definition of RR n I is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Note that RR 1 I is equal to RRI. When n > 1, every n adjacent RR intervals are connected to form a new sequence of RR n I intervals. By using this strategy, we are able to create a maximum number of (N − 1) new RR n I sequences from the conventional single RRI sequence.
Having these newly generated RR n I sequences, calculation of HR n V parameters is straightforward, by applying existing quantitative methods including time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis, and nonlinear analysis [1] , [2] . The computed HR n V parameters include but are not limited to the following: Average of RR n I intervals (aRR n ), standard deviation of RR n I (sdRR n ), square root of the mean squared differences between RR n I (RMSSD n ), the number of times that the absolute difference between 2 successive RR n I intervals exceed 50 ms (NN50 n ), NN50 n divided by the total number of RR n I (pNN50 n ), the integral of the RR n I interval histogram divided by the height of the histogram (HR n V triangular index), low frequency (LF n ) power, high frequency (HF n ) power, approximate entropy (ApEn n ), sample entropy (SampEn n ), and detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA n ), among others. We use subscript n to indicate that the parameters are calculated from RR n I sequences.
As noted in the above description, HR n V is a novel measure based on newly generated, non-overlapped RR n I intervals. In the next section, we will introduce another novel measure HR n V m that is based on overlapped RR intervals.
HR n V m : A Novel Measure with Overlapped RR Intervals
Similar to RR n I that is used in HR n V, in defining the HR n V m measure, we introduce another type of RR intervals called RR n I m where 1 ≤ n ≤ N , 1 ≤ m ≤ N − 1, and N N . In the RR n I m sequence, m is used 
to indicate the level of overlapping between consecutive RR n I m intervals. As depicted in Fig. 2 , (n − m) number of RR intervals form the overlapped portions. Apparently, when m = n, RR n I m becomes RR n I. Therefore, the upper limit of m is N − 1. By controlling the overlaps among newly generated RR n I m intervals, we are able to create a maximum number of (N × (N − 1)/2) RR n I m sequences (excluding the RR n I sequence) from the conventional single RRI sequence. For each of the newly created RR n I m sequences, we can apply time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis, and nonlinear analysis, to calculate HR n V m parameters. We add in superscript m to denote that the parameters are computed from RR n I m sequences. For example, the average of RR n I m intervals and the sample entropy are written as aRR m n and SampEn m n , respectively. Compared with HR n V, the HR n V m measure extracts more information from the raw RR interval sequence, by adopting a strategy of controlling sequence overlapping. HR n V m measure is particularly useful and suitable when ECG segments are short and thus there are limited number of RR intervals.
EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the feasibility of calculating HRnV parameters, we conducted a simulation study by using the ECG record of subject #16265 from MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database [6] . We applied the conventional Pan-Tompkins QRS detection algorithm including band-pass filter (5-15 Hz), derivative filter, and moving average to detect QRS peaks. Subsequently, we extracted a 30 minutes segment and derived the RR n I and RR n I m interval sequences from the original RR intervals, where n ≤ 3. The conventional RR interval, RR n I, and RR n I m sequences are illustrated in Fig. 3 . We observed that there were no obvious changes in the waveforms of conventional and new RR intervals. However, toward the end of sequences, we noted a spike in the original RR interval but more smooth parts in RR n I and RR n I m sequences, which indicated that sudden significant changes in adjacent R peaks could have been suppressed in the new RR n I and RR n I m representations where multiple intervals were connected.
Based on the six RR interval sequences shown in Fig. 3 , we calculated HRV, HR n V, and HR n V m parameters ( Table 1 ). Among the time domain parameters, we observed that the values were generally incremental with the increase of n. Special attention needs to be given to NN50 and pNN50, where 50 ms is the threshold to assess the difference between pairs of successive RR intervals. Notably, in HRnV measure, the lengths of RR n I and RR n I m have been extended, thus the threshold needs to be adjusted accordingly. As shown in Table 1 , we used 50 ms as the default threshold for all calculations, since we did not aim to study specific parameters in this paper.
Similar to the time domain parameters, we observed the same trend of value change in frequency domain parameters. The exception was HF power norm, where HRnV parameters were smaller than HRV. We also noticed that the change in LF power norm was marginal compared to the value change in HF power norm, which resulted in significant difference in LF/HF values between HRV and HRnV. In nonlinear analysis, the differences between HRV and HRnV on Poincaré plot measures were obvious, while those on entropy and DFA metrics were not. The experimental results reported above were for demonstration purpose, suggesting that they were not meant to provide physiological interpretations. Furthermore, we have to consider many factors such as subject characteristics and length of ECG records in rigorous clinical studies, in order to conduct in-depth investigations on HRnV parameters and their clinical use.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we have introduced heart rate n-variability, a novel representation of beat-to-beat variation in ECG. We proposed two measures, namely HR n V and HR n V m . HR n V is calculated based on nonoverlapped RR n I intervals, while HR n V m is computed from RR n I m intervals that have overlaps. Heart rate n-variability is not proposed to replace the conventional HRV, instead it is a natural extension. HR n V and HR n V m measures enable us to create more alternative parameters from raw ECGs, hence empower the extraction of extra information. Therefore, HRnV is complementary to HRV in terms of representing the beat-to-beat variation in ECG.
We have witnessed plentiful clinical investigations using conventional HRV parameters in cardiology [7] , diabetes [8] , critical care [9] , psychiatry [10] , cancer [11] , and so forth. Similarly, we foresee broad application opportunities for HRnV. With the augmented RR n I and RR n I m interval sequences, HRnV parameters could possibly capture more dynamic pattern changes from various aspects, comparing to what HRV does.
Given the richness of HRnV parameters, there are many ways of applying them for research and applications. We briefly categorize them into three approaches: 1) Use individual HRnV measures as alternatives to the conventional HRV.
2) Stack various HRnV measures to form a high dimensional feature vector for predictive modeling and disease associations. 3) Aggregate various HRnV measures to create an ensemble of different models [12] that are built upon individual HRnV measures. Approaches 2) and 3) are particularly suitable for artificial intelligence and machine learning tools [13] where tons of methods are available for statistical modeling and decision making [14] , variable selection [15] , and data mining [16] .
Although HRnV has promising capabilities in augmenting the conventional HRV parameters, it has many issues to address. Firstly, HRnV lacks physiological interpretations to its numerous parameters. Secondly, choosing of parameter n and m is arbitrary, which has huge impact in various conditions. For example, HRnV may not be feasible for very short ECGs where the number of RR intervals are limited. Thirdly, calculation of certain HRnV parameters needs to be carefully evaluated and rigorously investigated. NN50 in conventional HRV is defined as the number of successive RR intervals pairs that differ more than 50 ms. However, in HR n V and HR n V m , 50 ms seem no longer be a valid indicator. If so, what is a reasonable number, n × 50 ms or another value? Addressing these issues needs collaborative endeavor between clinician scientists and biomedical engineering researchers.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed using multiple RR intervals (with or without overlaps) to create novel HRnV measures to represent the beat-to-beat variation. We illustrated the definitions of HR n V and HR n V m and evaluated the feasibility of parameter calculation. HRnV measures enable us to augment the conventional HRV with many more parameters. We have also discussed three approaches with which new HRnV parameters are used and adopted to boost existing research. Although there are issues yet to address, we hope to stimulate a new area of investigations on HRnV, a novel representation of beat-to-beat variation in ECG. We believe that future endeavor in this field will open up the possibility to study in-depth associations between HRnV measures and various human diseases.
